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Free indie RTS game The Fertile Crescent adds team game support for online play [2]

While you've been able to play 1 on 1 in single-player against the AI and online multi-player
for a while with The Fertile Crescent, it was missing team games which have now been added.
This currently free indie retro Age of Empires-like game is an absolute gem, already quite
polished too. The addition of team games is awesome, although only currently available for
online play. You can pick all sorts of combinations too like a free for all, 2on2 and 3v1 across
a new larger map. Online play is easy though, as they already have a nice working lobby
system.

Half-Life: Alyx is rumoured to be the name of Valve's new VR game, apparently being unveiled soon [3]

Valve did say they were working on three VR titles some time ago and it looks like one is
almost ready to be shown off, with Half-Life: Alyx.
The information is all speculation and rumours right now though, so take it all with a heavy
truckload of salt. We know a Half-Life VR game is pretty much a thing though,
ValveNewsNetwork even had a video going over various details on it back in October so it's
not like this is suddenly coming out of nowhere.
Now though, we have more apparent leaks. Spotted by PC Gamer, they linked to a pastebin
and in a later update a Google Document (update: contents now removed, so link removed)
apparently showing snippets from an interview between Geoff Keighley of The Game Awards,
Robin Walker and someone else they presume to be Gabe Newell.

The surprisingly good deck-builder Fate Hunters has arrived on GOG [4]

Releasing originally back in July, Fate Hunters is another deck-building roguelike filled with
random encounters and just recently it was released DRM-free on GOG.
As a massive fan of Slay the Spire, I'm always in the mood for more deck-builders like this.
While it is another game where you build a deck and battle through random locations, the
actual gameplay feels nothing really like Slay the Spire.

Start your week off with a new game, here's a few for Linux going cheap [5]

Another week, another sale of course. Let's have a little look over what's going cheap for
Linux gamers across this week.
First up on Steam we have Company of Heroes 2. Although the time to grab it free has ended,
they've decided to now give it a big discount for anyone who missed it. You can get it on
Steam with 75% off until November 24, plus a bunch of the DLC is also on sale.

Confessing my continued love for Jupiter Hell, the super slick roguelike [6]

Regular readers won't be surprised by my love for Jupiter Hell, I've written about it a few
times now and the latest update just continues to allow me to gush about it. Note: I personally
supported it during the Kickstarter.
It's a roguelike, it's turn-based like the classics and depends upon tiles yet it feels so vastly
different to anything else it's crazy. It feels like a proper action game, complete with a thick
atmosphere and all. Absolutely gorgeous too, the lighting is absolutely fantastic and the barrel
explosions sending everything flying looks excellent as well.
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